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agenda

• What is Quantum Computing about?
• Quantum Mechanics key concepts

• Basic building blocks of a quantum computer

• Why Quantum Computation?
• Challenging the world on complex prolems

• Quantum Computing system

• How do we create and operate a Quantum Computer?
• DiVincenzo‘s criteria for constructing a quantum computer

• Quantum algorithm simulations
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This is hpc on intel

▪ “...nature isn't classical, 
dammit, and if you want to 
make a simulation of nature, 
you'd better make it quantum 
mechanical...”

▪ “If you think you understand 
quantum mechanics, you 
don’t understand quantum 
mechanics.“

▪ “I think I can safely say that 
nobody understands quantum 
mechanics."

R. Feynman, Simulating Physics with 
Computers, 1982
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Quantum superposition
A quantum system can exists in all the possible state, until is measured!

Fragility

Classical bit:        |0> or |1>
Quantum bits:  a|0> +b|1>,                                        

|a|2 probability to be in the state |0>

If a Quantum state is measured, observed or 
touched, it collapses to a classical state.

The state does not stick around for a long 
time, which makes hard to build a quantum 
computer
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Quantum entanglement
“Spooky action at distance” – Albert Einstein

Observed here

?

Affected at 
long distance

Alice Bob

Eve

Public channel

Quantum channel

Entanglement is used for Quantum key 
distribution 

Quantum state of each particle cannot be 
described independently of the others
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Quantum tunneling
The phenomenon of quantum wave functions (and consequently quantum particles) 
percolating classically forbidden areas is known as Quantum Tunneling 

Classical 
picture

Quantum 
picture
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2-level electron spin and measurements
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qubits
Qubits are the storage element of quantum information, similar to usual 
bits but with all the weirdness of the previous section added on top! 

Classical Quantum

𝛼ȁ ۧ0 + 𝛽ȁ ۧ1

𝛼ȁ ۧ↑ + 𝛽ȁ ۧ↓

1   VON

0   VOFF

0 or 1

e-
e-
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Quantum gates
Basic circuit operating on a single bit/qubit

Classical Quantum
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quantum Circuits
A quantum circuit is a sequence of quantum gates applied to a register of 
qubits. It is usually written in a sort-of guitar string notation, which 
makes it easier to follow the control flow. 

Qubit 0

Qubit 1

Qubit 2

H Z CNOT

H Z

H

This gate is 
applied last

This gate is 
applied first

This is a 
controlled 
gate

Single qubit gates:

Hadamard gate: 

Pauli-Z gate:

CNOT gate:
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The power of quantum computing: exponential complexity

1

2

• 2 qubits can be in 4 states at the same time!
• We need 4 parameters to describe the states        
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The power of quantum computing: exponential complexity
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What is a quantum computer?

• Qubits: any 2-level physical system which is controlled by the 
quantum mechanical rules. The memory of a quantum computer is a 
quantum register, consisting of a set of qubits.

• Gates: represent unitary transformation of single and double qubits

• Measurements: this lead to a probability distribution





This is hpc on intel

Shor’s factoring 
algorithm (1994)

• Quantum computers can factor n-digits 
integers in polynomial time

• This is the base of our cryptography 
system

• Quantum computer can solve hard 
problems that might not be solved with 
a classical machine
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What can we do with Quantum Computing?

Cryptanalysis

Quantum Search

Quantum 
Simulation

Breaking the RSA crypto-system with Shor’s algorithm

Quantum database search with Grover’s algorithm

The simulation of new materials is based on the same 
second-quantization approach we used here. Exploiting 
qubits for the simulation is straight forward
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Augmenting the Traditional HPC Systems

~50+ Qubits: Proof of concept
• Computational power exceeds 

supercomputers
• Learning test bed for quantum “system”

~1000+ Qubits: Small problems
• Limited error correction
• Chemistry, material design
• Optimization

~1M+ Qubits: Commercial scale
• Fault tolerant operation
• Cryptography
• Machine Learning
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Functionalities Necessary for a Quantum Computer

How does one create a 
quantum computing 

system that takes a 
quantum algorithm as 

input and automatically 
performs a computation 

on qubits?

A systems perspective of quantum computing: https://doi.org/10.1063/PT.3.4163 





This is hpc on intel

DiVincenzo’s criteria for 
building a quantum 
computer (2000)

▪ A scalable physical system with well 
characterized qubit

▪ The ability to initialize the state of the 
qubits to a simple fiducial state

▪ Long relevant decoherence times

▪ A "universal" set of quantum gates

▪ A qubit-specific measurement 
capability
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Building qubits
Superconducting Qubits Spin Qubits in Silicon

휀0

휀1
𝐸𝑧 = 휀1 − 휀0

w ~ GHz
mwave

ℏ𝜔0 = 𝛿휀01
Qubit 

Two Level System (TLS) Single electron 
transistor
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quantum computing system stack 
Many challenges when building 
a large-scale quantum system

• Quantum applications and 
algorithms

• Programming languages
• Mapping to the quantum 

chip:
• Instruction set definition
• Compiler technology
• Gate optimization
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Quantum algorithm
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quantum register
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Probability distribution over the 
classical states

Maximizing the probability of the 
good solution
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Quantum computing – speed up
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e.g. qubit 5 
is set or not

Repeat M times

many results, e.g. qubit 
5 is set

In 75% of the cases 

The number of gates times the number of repetitions determines the 
execution time, not necessarily the size of the problem!
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Intel Quantum simulator
The Intel® Quantum Simulator is a single node or distributed high-performance 
implementation of a quantum simulator that can simulate general single-qubit 
gates and two-qubit controlled gates

We collaborate with different partners to explore the potential of the quantum 
computing exploring new algorithms

• Quantum 
Natural 
Language 
Processing

https://github.com/intel/intel-QS

• Quantum 
Neural 
Network 
Perceptron

https://github.com/intel/intel-QS
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Conclusions
• The quantum computer started from a very simple idea of computing like the 

Nature does, but the Nature speaks Quantum
• The potential of quantum computing is enormous and all the excitement 

started from the idea of Shor’s factorization algorithm 
• Having a commercial system is not enough, knowledge of new quantum 

algorithms and applications is required






